Agility

Web Explorer
Agility Web Explorer (AWE) is the browser-based technology from WiSys that helps users access Macola information
from anywhere on any device. AWE is available as a Named User licenced product (single license per user) and works
with Macola Progression, ES or Macola 10. AWE can be embedded in Macola 10 workflow screens or used alone.

Agility Web Explorer delivers Macola information in Excel style grids or process grids in a browser. Data in an AWE grid can
easily be filtered, sorted and grouped by user in order to see relevant data. Rows of data can then be drilled into for more
detail or can do batch transactions in Macola. AWE also has the ability to print documents like labels and pick tickets.
The OE Confirm Ship Web grid below shows how single or multiple rows of orders to be confirm shipped in Macola
at the click of a button. AWE can also display Synergy data, as shown in the Sales Forecast Tasks grid below. Data can
also be viewed in Analytical Graphic Reports or Dashboards.
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Business Uses
Agility Web Explorer is great for computing outside the four walls of ERP.

Remote Warehouses & 3PL
Inventory Transfers
PO Receipts
Order Shipments

Sales
Order Status
Sales Dashboard

Customers
View order status
View outstanding invoices
View inventory levels

Vendors
View Purchase Orders
Print product labels
Overseas shipments & container management

Service Technicians
View inventory levels
Inventory transfers
Material issue

Creating Custom Grids
Agility Web Explorer components are built using Agility Design Studio. Some SQL Query knowledge is needed to build
a new component, similar to designing a Crystal Report. WiSys consultants are also available to create new grids.

Start Using Agility Web Explorer
If you have WiSys named users, you already have Agility Web Explorer and can use the out-of-the-box AWE components.
If you don’t have named users, talk to your ECi Macola sales representative or contact Bob Hawk at WiSys.
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